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Monday 15 August
1645 Bus leaves Scarritt-Bennett Center for the Gordon Jewish Community Center
1700 Bus leaves Holiday Inn Vanderbilt for the Gordon Jewish Community Center
1730-1800 Registration for the Conference at the Gordon Jewish Community Center
Words of Welcome from Mark Freedman, Executive Director, Jewish Federation of Nashville;
Professor Aharon Maman, President, SJAS; Provost Susan Wente, Vanderbilt University;
Nashville City Council Person Burkley Allen
1800-1930 Panel: Maimonides and His Family I
Panel Chair: Prof. Phil Lieberman, Vanderbilt University
 Prof. Mark Cohen, Princeton University
o Maimonides’ fatwās on Commercial Collaboration
 Prof. Nahem Ilan, Ono Academic College
o Reflection of Rabbi Abraham Maimuni's Attitude to Christians Based on his Genesis 36
Commentary
 Prof. Lenn Goodman, Vanderbilt University
o Clearing up Three Needless Obscurities about Maimonides' Guide to the Perplexed
1930-2100 Opening Banquet
2100 Bus leaves Gordon Jewish Community Center for Holiday Inn Vanderbilt and Scarritt-Bennett
Center
Tuesday 16 August
0800 Coffee and pastries available, Divinity School G23
0830-1030 Panel: Linguistic Sciences and Translations, Divinity School G23
Panel Chair: Dr. Miriam Goldstein, Hebrew University
 Prof. Aharon Maman, Hebrew University
o In the Footsteps of Ibn Quraysh’s Lost Book, Sefer Av vaEm
 Dr. Moshe Kahan, Hebrew University
o Hebrew's Verbal Stems – from Sibawayh to Abraham ibn Ezra
 Prof. Jonathan Decter, Brandeis University
o Judah al-Harizi as a Bilingual Author
 Mohamed Hamed, David Yellin College of Education, Hebrew University
o `Faṣāḥa` according to David Ben Abraham al-Fāsi in Comparison with other Hebrew &
Arabic Philologists
1030 Coffee break, Divinity School G23
1100-1300 Panel: Theology I, Divinity School G23
Panel Chair: Prof. Lenn Goodman, Vanderbilt University
 Prof. S.J. Pearce, New York University

o A Shi‘ite Doxology in Judaeo-Arabic Ethical Writing: A Footnote to A Mediterranean Society
 Dr. Ehud Krinis, Ben Gurion University of the Negev; in cooperation with BGU Center for the Study of
Conversion and Inter-Religious Encounters
o A Shii Passage in the Duties of the Heart – Bahya ibn Paquda's Adaptation of the Shii
Principle of Continuity
 Dr. Yair Shiffman, Hebrew University; David Yellin College for Education
o Narboni on Esoteric and Exoteric motives in Ibn Tufail's Hayy Ibn Yaqdhan
o
1230-1630 Outing: Excursion to the Parthenon, the Ryman Auditorium and the Country Music Hall of
Fame. The bus for the outing will leave from the parking lot in front of the Divinity School. Lunch will be
provided.
1630-1800 Panel: Maimonides and His Family II, Divinity School G23
Panel Chair: Prof. Haggai Ben-Shammai, Hebrew University
 Prof. Arnold Franklin, Queen’s College
o Rationalizing Prayer: David ben Joshua Maimuni’s Commentary on the Text of the Liturgy
 Marc Herman, University of Pennsylvania
o Principle Two in Maimonides’ Sefer ha-Miṣvot in light of his Theories of the Oral Torah
 Dr. Amir Ashur, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev; in cooperation with BGU Center for the Study of
Conversion and Inter-Religious Encounters
o Maimonidean and Maimonidean-related Documents from the Geniza—New Discoveries
1800-1930 Dinner, Buttrick Atrium
1930-2030 Panel: Exegesis, Buttrick 102
Panel Chair: Dr. Shimon Shtober, Bar-Ilan University
 Prof. Daniel Frank, Ohio State University
o Recovering Japheth Ben Eli’s “Lost” Commentary On Lamentations
 Prof. Jessica Andruss, University of Virginia
o Historical Hermeneutics in the Commentaries of Salmon b. Yerūḥīm
Wednesday 17 August
0800 Coffee and pastries available in Library Community Room, 4th floor
0830-1030 Panel: Legal Thought, Library Community Room, 4th floor
Dedicated to the memory of Hallel Yafa Ariel
Welcoming Remarks from Prof. Christopher Serkin, Associate Dean, Vanderbilt Law School
Panel Chair: Prof. Mark Cohen, Princeton University
 Prof. Gideon Libson, Zefat Academic College and the Hebrew University
o Judaeo-Arabic Legal, Philosophical and Gendered Terms in Maimonides’ Writings and their
Meaning according to Muslim Legal Literature
 Dr. Aviram Ravitsky, Ariel University




o Aristotelian Syllogism and the Skeptical Critique of its Reasons, in the Legal Thought of
Ya'qub al-Qirqisani
Dr. Zvi Stampfer, University of Cambridge
o The Formulation of Family law in the Post-Geonic Judaeo-Arabic literature
Neri Y. Ariel, Hebrew University
o Manuals for Judges: Achievements and Challenges in the Reconstruction of a Judaeo-Arabic
Halakhic Genre from the Genizah

1030-1100 Coffee break
1100-1200 Panel: History I, Library Community Room, 4th floor
Panel Chair: Prof. Leor Halevi, Vanderbilt University
 Moshe Yagur, Hebrew University; in cooperation with BGU Center for the Study of Conversion and
Inter-Religious Encounters
o Social Bonds between Jews and Apostates in the Geniza Society
 Brendan Goldman, Johns Hopkins University
o The Crusades and the Geopolitics of Jewish Authority in Latin Syria (1099-1187)
1200-1330 Lunch at Grin’s
1330-1430 Panel: History II, Shulman Center- Center for Jewish Life
Panel Chair: Prof. David Wasserstein, Vanderbilt University
 Prof. Dan Shapira, Bar-Ilan University
o Did the author of the so-called Reply of the Khazar King Joseph Know any Arabic?
 Prof. Phil Lieberman, Vanderbilt University
o Onomastics and Migration in the Cairo Geniza
1430-1500 Coffee Break
1500-1600 Panel: History III, Shulman Center- Center for Jewish Life
Panel Chair: Prof. Marc Bernstein, Michigan State University
 Dr. David Sklare, Tel Aviv University and the Hebrew University
o Mosul and the Surrounding Region as a Center of Jewish Culture in the Ninth and Tenth
Centuries
 Daria Vasyutinskaya Shapira, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
o Documents in Arabic from the Second Firkowicz Collection
1600-1700 Business Session
1700-1830 Dinner at the Shulman Center- Center for Jewish Life
1830-1930 Panel: Saadya Gaon and His Works, Shulman Center- Center for Jewish Life
Panel Chair: Prof. Nahem Ilan, Ono Academic College
 Prof. Tamar Zewi, University of Haifa
o Islamic Vocabulary in the Samaritan Version of Saadya Gaon’s Translation of the Pentateuch
 Dr. Doron Yaakov, Hebrew University; Herzog College

o The Yemenite Reading Tradition of Rav Saadia Gaon’s Tafsir – between Conservation and
Innovation
Thursday 18 August
0800 Coffee and pastries available in Kissam C210
0830-1000 Panel: Theology II, Kissam C210
Panel Chair: Dr. David Sklare, Tel Aviv University and the Hebrew University
 Prof. Daniel J. Lasker, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev; in cooperation with BGU Center for the
Study of Conversion and Inter-Religious Encounters
o What Did the Kings of the Khazars Know and When Did He Know It?
 Dr. Marzena Zawanowska, University of Warsaw
o The Treatment of Biblical Anthropomorphisms in the Arabic Translations of Medieval Karaites
 Dr. Dong Xiuyuan, Van Leer Institute
o Some Notes on the Buddhist Background of the Barāhima in Kalām Literature
1000-1030 Coffee break
1030-1200 Panel: Interreligious Relations and Polemics, Kissam C210
Panel Chair: Prof. Daniel Lasker, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and the Center for the Study of
Conversion and Inter-Religious Encounters
 Prof. Haggai Ben-Shammai, Hebrew University
o The Intra-Karaite Controversy on Intercalation: Tradition versus Science
 Dr. Miriam Goldstein, Hebrew University
o Toledot Yeshu in Judeo-Arabic
 Dr. Shimon Shtober, Bar-Ilan University
o Polemics and Homiletics: Anti-Christian Polemical Motifs in a Commentary to Deuteronomy
1200 Closing words from Dean Lauren Benton, College of Arts and Science, Vanderbilt University; Box
lunch; Departure
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Philip I. Ackerman-Lieberman
Onomastics and Migration in the Cairo Geniza
In 1972, Eliyahu Ashtor published his seminal article “Un mouvement migratoire au
Haut Moyen Âge: migration de l'Irak vers les pays méditerranéens”, in which he used
onomastic data from lists in the Geniza to argue that the high middle ages saw a
massive movement of Jews from Iraq to the North African Jewish community. This
article contributed to a long-standing idea that the Jews of Iraq, long understood to be
the numerically and spiritually dominant world Jewish community at the time of the
rise of Islam, went from rural beginnings under the Sasanians to being urbanized
under early Abbasid rule (750-1258 CE) and migrated to the developing communities
of the Islamic Mediterranean. In this paper, I will revisit Ashtor’s conclusions using
onomastic data drawn from a larger swath of documents from the Geniza
(specifically, the documents in the Princeton Geniza Project Database), to show that
in fact such migration from the East was smaller than imagined by Ashtor and was
actually rivalled by migratory movements from other parts of the Islamic world. I
compare the Geniza data with detail from the Islamic prosopographical literature of
the period from North Africa to confirm my conclusions.

Jessica Andruss
Historical Hermeneutics in the Commentaries of Salmon b. Yerūḥīm
In the tenth century, Arabic literature witnessed the flowering of two genres:
commentary (tafsīr) and historiography (taʾrīkh). The arenas of exegetical and
historical inquiry overlap in significant ways, and certain Muslim scholars who
excelled in one genre achieved renown in the other as well.
Karaite biblical commentaries of this period demonstrate their own attention to
history. In Salmon b. Yerūḥīm’s commentary on Lamentations, we find occasional
examples of genuine historical thinking: Salmon charts chronological developments,
considers geographical factors, consults biblical and post-biblical sources, and
corroborates accounts in order to construct an ordered, coherent historical narrative.
Salmon’s concern with history is not an end unto itself, but rather a foundation for his
hermeneutical project of reflection on the past (iʿtibār) in order to find religious
instruction for the Jewish community during the Exile. By reflecting on ancient
examples of sin and punishment and righteousness and reward, Salmon argues, the
Jews of his own age will learn the necessity of repentance and mourning. As he draws
pietistic meaning from narratives about the past, Salmon interprets the historical
record with the same techniques that he uses to interpret the Bible.
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This paper will explore and contextualize the historical and hermeneutical dimensions
of Salmon’s study of the past, as represented in his Judaeo-Arabic commentaries on
Psalms, Lamentations, and Ecclesiastes.

Neri Yeshayahu Ariel
Manuals For Judges: Achievements and Challenges in the Reconstruction of a JudaeoArabic Halakhic Genre from the Genizah
In previous research scholars have pointed out that remnants from the Judaeo-Arabic
branch of  ادب القضىgenre have survived. I would like to present the new
developments and discoveries in the research of relevant Genizah fragments. In the
current stage of the research we can already divide the diverse fragments into several
known books:
1.
Several remnants have been newly identified as belonged certainly to כתאב
 =( ַלוַאזם אל ֻחכַאםKitab lawazim al-Ḥkam/ Book of Judges' Ethics), by Rav Samuel Ibn
Ḥofni Gaon (Sura c. 997–1013). The discussions presented in these chapters are
deeply rooted in the meta-halakhic field اصول الفقه.
2.
Parts from ( כתאב אַ דַ ּב אלקֻ צ'אKitab adab alqḍah/ Book of Judges' Duties), by
Rav Hai Gaon (Pumbedita, 998–1038).
3.
A bunch of unknown Genizah fragments was identified as parts of פאצל פי אדב
 =( אלדייניןA Chapter in Judges Duties) by Rav Yosef ben Yehuda Ibn Aknin alBarzeloni. I am currently preparing a critical edition of the complete chapter found in
a codex from the Bodleian Library collection entitled 'Hygiene of the Souls" ( طب
)النفوس.
4.
A remnant of an unknown work has survived and a part of it has already been
published.1 In the meanwhile further fragments belonging to this work have been
discovered and I re-examine their reciprocal interactions.
Both the achievements in the scientific reconstruction of the genre and the
developments in the preparation of a pioneering critical edition of relevant surviving
remnants deepen our contextual and inter-textual understanding of the Judaeo-Arabic
language and culture.

Amir Ashur
Maimonidean and Maimonidean related documents from the Geniza - New
discoveries

“Judges’ Duties: A Reconstruction of an Anonymous Judeo-Arabic Halachic Commentary,” in Ginzey
Qedem, 2013, Vol. 9, Robert Brody and Zvi Stampfer (ed.), pp. 51–81.
1
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In this talk I will describe the research project that I carried out in the last two years at
the Taylor-Schechter Research Unit in Cambridge, and I will present some newly
discovered autographs by Maimonides, responsa and other documents that shed light
on his public activity.

Haggai Ben-Shammai
The Intra-Karaite Controversy on Intercalation: Tradition versus Science
Levi b. Yefet includes a lengthy discussion in his Sefer Mitzvot regarding the
controversy between the Karaites of Eretz Israel and those of Babylonia. The former
opined that the decision regarding intercalation should be based on witnessing the
ripening of the barley in certain areas of Eretz Israel. Against this view, the
Babylonian Karaites opined that the decision should be based on astronomical
sightings: when the sun entered the constellation of Aries. In the past, students of
Karaism have interpreted the difference of opinions as part of the struggle between
Eretz Israel and Babylon for hegemony. According to the interpretation suggested in
this lecture, the controversy is between an ancient tradition linked inherently to the
Land of Israel and a new approach, which is based on a scientific procedure that is
applicable in any geographic location.

Mark R. Cohen
Maimonides’ Fatwās on Commercial Collaboration
Maimonides is best known to the world as a philosopher, legist, and physician. Less
well known is the fact that he was a merchant. The sources for this are scattered but
credible, notably Ibn al-Qiftī’s Ta’rīkh al-ḥukamā’. In this paper I examine fatwās
(responsa) of Maimonides dealing with questions and disputes stemming from
commercial collaboration. I show that we can correlate his practical experience of
feuding merchants with statements in his Code, the Mishneh Torah. I also suggest
that Maimonides’ fits the model that Islamic legal historian Wael Hallaq proposed to
explain legal change in Islam, namely, the muftī and “author-jurist”—in Maimonides’
case, both functions rolled up in one.

Jonathan Decter
Judah al-Harizi as a Bilingual Author
Since the 1990s, a number of editions of works by Judah al-Harizi have been
published in Hebrew, Judeo-Arabic, and Arabic. Still, relatively little has been said
about al-Harizi as a bilingual author as such. This paper will discuss how al-Harizi
used specific languages in order to inscribe addressees within different yet
overlapping literary traditions and also how he created novel literary effects that could
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only be appreciated by an Arabized Jewish audience. The paper will also explore
elements of Muslim-Jewish relations as related to language ideology and patronage.

Xiuyuan Dong
Some Notes on the Buddhist Background of the Barāhima in Kalām Literature
Abstract: In medieval Arabic theological literature, the term “Barāhima” denotes an
Indian sect that argues against Islamic prophecy. There are different views among
modern scholars on the origins of the so-called Barāhima. There is good reason to
believe that the Barāhima narratives have two different sources: on one hand, the antiabrogation arguments reported by al-Qāsim and Sa‘adia were originally derived from
a correct report of the Indian Brahman doctrine, and then adapted to the biblical
narratives; on the other, the intellectual arguments recorded in Ibn al-Rāwandī’s and
．
Muqammas’s works came from some Buddhist accounts of the Brahman thought and
practice. The two initially conflicting sources were integrated by the later
Mutakallimūn into a coherent framework of heresiology. Based on the examination of
Chinese Buddhist literature and Kalām works, the present study hopes to shed some
light on the Central Asian Buddhist sources of the Barāhima accounts.

Daniel Frank
Recovering Japheth ben Eli’s “Lost” Commentary on Lamentations
For the Karaites in tenth-century Jerusalem, Salmon b. Yeruḥim’s commentary on
Lamentations held a special place, for it embodied their liturgy of Mourning for Zion.
Judging by the tens of surviving copies and fragments, the work remained extremely
popular among Arabic-speaking Karaites for centuries, totally eclipsing other works.
Until recently, it had long been supposed to that Japheth b. Eli’s commentary on
Lamentations had been lost. But two anonymous manuscripts in the Russian National
Library — one virtually complete, the other an extensive fragment — preserve the
text almost in its entirety. Cross-references to other commentaries by Japheth and
stylistic features secure the ascription. This paper will present the evidence for
Japheth’s authorship, and will offer a brief characterization of the work, comparing it
to the earlier commentaries by Saadiah and Salmon.

Arnold E. Franklin
Rationalizing Prayer: David ben Joshua Maimuni’s Commentary on the Text of the
Liturgy
David ben Joshua Maimuni (d. ca. 1415), the last of Moses Maimonides’ descendants
to occupy the office of head of the Jews in Egypt, was a prolific writer whose
extensive oeuvre has yet to receive the scholarly attention it deserves. The proposed
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paper will focus on Maimuni’s Judeo-Arabic commentary on the text of the liturgy, a
work that forms part of a more comprehensive commentary on the Mishneh
Torah undertaken by the author. The paper will offer a preliminary analysis of the as
yet unpublished text focusing on the ways in which it attempts to transform the
routine of daily prayer into a contemplative experience. Maimuni’s introduction to the
commentary frames the argument, emphasizing that prayer, as the true divine service,
has the capacity to free the human soul from its imprisonment in the body and to
provide it with the spiritual nourishment that it so craves. This theme is further
developed as Maimuni moves on to a close analysis of the text of the prayers
themselves. In his reading, the words of the liturgy are directed not to God but to the
supplicant individual, imparting to him a series of critical lessons about proper moral
behavior, the attainment of intellectual perfection, the structure of the cosmos, and
theologically appropriate views of God. In this manner the liturgy becomes a text with
a philosophical underpinning, and the act of prayer an occasion for rational
contemplation.

Brendan Goldman
The Crusades and the Geopolitics of Jewish Authority in Latin Syria (1099-1187)
How did regime change following the First Crusade impact Near Eastern Jewish
institutions’ claim to the fealty of Syrian Jews? This talk will bring to light evidence
from Cairo Geniza documents that illustrates how the Frankish leadership’s decision
not to appoint heads of their minority communities allowed the Frankish Levant to
become a sphere of contestation among Jewish regional authorities in Egypt, Islamic
Syria and Iraq. It will examine the ways this contest manifested in petitions, responsa
and personal letters between Levantine Jews and representatives of the raʾīs al-yahūd
of Egypt and the geʾonim of the yeshivot of Palestine and Iraq. It will argue that
longstanding ties between the Jews of Palestine and Egypt meant that the head of
Egyptian Jewry had an advantage in this contest, but that Levantine Jews took
advantage of recourse to other authorities as well.

Miriam Goldstein
Judeo-Arabic Versions of Toledot Yeshu
The Toledot Yeshu (TY) composition in its core form is a pejorative retelling of the
story of Jesus’ birth from the righteous couple Miriam and Yohanan, his youth, his
falling-out with the rabbis, and his execution. The composition is considered by some
to be a polemical satire and a counter-historical parody of the Gospels; others
characterize it as a collection of folk motifs, deriving from a variety of motivations,
some polemical and some narrative. While TY is not a systematic Jewish refutation of
Christianity or Christian doctrine, in a style which was extensively cultivated among
Jews in a slightly later period, it is a work directed against that religion, with
polemical intent, and can be classified as a polemical text. For this reason, Toledot
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Yeshu can be considered one of the first works composed by Jews as an independent
and freestanding anti-Christian composition.
Many aspects of the origin of TY remain unclear. Estimates of TY’s date of
composition vary widely, ranging from as early as the third century CE until the
seventh century CE or even later. The original language of composition is assumed to
be Aramaic. Aramaic fragments of TY have been discovered in Cairo Genizah
collections, and recent evaluations establish their language as a mixture of Targumic
and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic. Further evidence for an Aramaic origin is provided
by traces of translation from Aramaic in the earliest Hebrew fragments of the
composition (dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries). TY in Judeo-Arabic is
attested in manuscript fragments dating as early as the eleventh or twelfth century, up
to the fifteenth or sixteenth century. These fragments are found in Cairo Genizah
collections as well as in the collections of the Russian National Library in St.
Petersburg, Russia. These Judeo-Arabic versions lack any evidence of translation
from Aramaic, and thus the question of their origin and their relation to the Aramaic
and the Hebrew versions is still not clear.
My lecture will include an overview of the fragments of Toledot Yeshu in JudeoArabic, and will focus on the contribution of the Judeo-Arabic fragments from the
Cairo Genizah and the collections of the Russian National Library to the study of the
work and to the addressing of the questions noted above, as well as others.

Lenn Goodman
Clearing up Three Needless Obscurities about Maimonides’ Guide to the Perplexed
Phil Lieberman and I are now preparing the first complete English translation of
Maimonides’ Guide to the Perplexed in over half a century. In explicating
Maimonides’ philosophy our accompanying commentary will seek to take account of
recent work. But our first order of business is the translation itself.
Here I report here how three seeming obscurities are cleared away in the new
translation:
1. In I 2, Maimonides’ key distinction is not between fact and value but between
subjectively colored and objectively assured value judgments. The thrust of his
argument is not that Adam and Eve were originally capable only of judging truth and
falsity but that eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil allowed them
to make value judgments. For there are facts about values, and the first couple, as
biblically (and rabbinically) portrayed, were morally capable from the outset or they
would not have been subject to command and prohibition. But, in allowing their
appetites and passions to guide their choices they “descended” in a sense to the level
of animals. The mark of this in Genesis is their sudden worry about their nakedness.
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Embarrassment over nakedness, Maimonides argues, is a matter of convention. Such
concerns, on the Rambam’s reading, represent a loss of moral clarity. I put the word
descended in scare quotes here. For Maimonides, as I understand him, takes the story
to be symbolic: Our value judgments are always vulnerable to delusions of the selfsufficiency. Adam and Eve, who are emblematic of the human condition in the
Rambam’s view, might think they had become like gods. The delusion, promoted by
their appetites and passions, was a form of subjectivism: The moral competence, of
which we are aware and by which we are made morally responsible fosters the
illusion of moral omnipotence: We imagine we can create values.
2. In I 52, Maimonides does not deny that God is related to the world He created. That
would be a flat out contradiction. What he argues is that God has no real relation to it.
The key distinction, as the scholastics will phrase it, is between real and notional
relations. Maimonides’ goal is to forestall the eternalist presumption (of Proclus for
example) that God and the world are counterparts or correlatives – and to exclude
proportionality between the Infinite and the world’s finite, determinate existence.
3. In II 48, Maimonides does not retract his repeated affirmations of human agency.
He argues here not that God determines our choices but that God determined that
human beings will have the capacity to make such choices – just as He determined
that of animals will have volitions.
Our translation will show that Maimonides did not pepper the Guide with intentional
contradictions meant to signal to astute readers that he does not really hold the views
he espouses and defends: He does hold that the world is created, that human beings
exercise free, rational choice, and that the highest goal in life is to know God – an
open ended goal, but one which our appreciation of the wisdom manifest in nature and
our contemplation of the logic of perfection both help us to approach, asymptotically.

Mohamad Hamed
`Faṣāḥa` according to David Ben Abraham al-Fāsi in Comparison with other Hebrew
& Arabic Philologists
In this paper I will present an analysis of the notion of Faṣāḥa (eloquence) in al-Fāsī’s
Dictionary Jāmiʿ al-alfāẓ. This term occurs in the Jāmiʿ four times and describes four
different linguistic phenomena: waw apodosis, nun paragogicum, lamed genitive, and
the prefix alef in the conditional particle ‘lu’. The notion will be defined in
comparison to the use of the same term in Classical Arabic. It will also be compared
to another notion, the ‘Tafxīm’.
Al-Fāsī’s attitude toward Faṣāḥa will be compared as well with that of Saadia Gaon,
Yehuda Ibn Quraysh and Menahem ben Saruq.
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In Arabic, the Faṣāḥa decreased with the spread of Arabic outside the Arabian
Peninsula until it disappeared in the tenth century. I have found two main streams in
the Arabic linguistic thought regarding Faṣāḥa; The rhetorical approach, which
regards the ‘common use’ as a criterion for Faṣāḥa, and the grammatical approach,
which sees the ‘marked’ structures, found above the common paradigm as a criterion
for Faṣāḥa. This second view corresponds with al-Fāsī’s.

Marc Herman
Principle Two in Maimonides’ Sefer ha-Miṣvot in light of his Theories of the Oral
Torah
The Introduction to Sefer ha-Miṣvot includes some of the most controversial positions
in Maimonides’ halakhic corpus. Principle Two of the Introduction makes two related
assertions: (1) the vast majority of the 613 commandments are based on scriptural
verses and very few laws identified by rabbinic midrash constitute distinct
commandments; and (2) “most” laws derived in rabbinic midrash were not revealed at
Sinai and are therefore rabbinic in status. What is not clear, however, is whether the
non-enumeration of a law establishes its rabbinic status. While the first commentators
on Sefer ha-Miṣvot argued that Maimonides considered all non-enumerated laws to be
rabbinic in status, later readers argued that the exclusion of a law identified in rabbinic
midrash from the enumeration is not evidence of its non-biblical status because the
categories of enumerated commandments and laws of biblical status are not
coterminous. Modern scholars have nearly unanimously adopted the first position,
regarding the second to be apologetics designed to mitigate the boldness of
Maimonides’ views. This paper argues that while the first reading best accounts for
the claims of Principle Two, it errs by conflating the categories of “revealed law” and
“enumerated commandment,” as noted by advocates of the second approach. Close
readings of the whole of Sefer ha-Miṣvot and the programmatic statements about
revelation, the Oral Torah, and the role of the rabbis in the Commentary on the
Mishnah and Mishneh Torah demonstrate that Maimonides treated many laws found
in rabbinic midrash that are excluded from the enumeration of the commandments as
Sinaitic in origin and biblical in status. This paper argues that the ambiguities in this
Principle result from Maimonides’ decision to organize Jewish law around a precise
number of commandments, a project that required him to fit his understanding of
revelation into a predetermined classificatory scheme.

Nahem Ilan
Reflection of Rabbi Abraham Maimuni's Attitude to Christians Based on His Genesis
36 Commentary
Amongst other literal endeavors, Rabbi Abraham ben Moses Maimuni (Maimonides)
composed a Torah commentary in Judeo-Arabic, covering the books of Genesis and
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Exodus. Genesis 36 is a chapter dealing almost exclusively with Esau's offspring and
Edomite champions. As it has no plot, many wondered throughout generations about
its situation in the bible. Abraham Maimuni's discussion of this chapter is different
than his approach to commenting on the rest of Genesis's chapters. First, the
discussion is relatively longer than in other chapters. Second, there is an explicit
mention of the French army horsemen. Third, several statements echo the polemics
with the Christians. It seems that the elaborate reference to this chapter, as well as the
concealed polemics, are a result of Abraham Maimuni's life circumstances, and his
need to address the crusades and their religious meaning for the Jews. In my lecture I
will analyze Abraham Maimuni's commentary to this chapter, examine his particular
expressions, and suggest literal, conceptual and social contexts to the commentary.

Moshe Kahan
Hebrew's Verbal Stems – From Sībawayh to Abraham Ibn Ezra

The system of verbal stems in Hebrew and its various ramifications received a good
deal of attention from scholars of grammar in medieval times. Yehuda Ḥayyūj even
dealt with this issue, and he divided the verbs into light verbs (ḫafīf) and heavy ones
(ṯaqīl).
Ḥayyūj presents various entries in his dictionary including all the relevant occurrences
to the root being discussed, in all verbal stems in Hebrew. Along the way Hayyūj lists,
for the first time in medieval linguistics, eight verbal stems in Hebrew –seven of them
used today as well as “poʿel”. Jonah ibn Janāḥ apparently follows this, as well as other
medieval grammarians.
If we trace Ḥayyūj’s sources, we can find that his sources are the Arab grammarians.
They list the first verbal stem in Arabic – faʿala – as a light verbal stem, and the next
three verbal stems – faʿʿala, fāʿala, afʿala – as heavy verbal stems (ṯaqīl) or affixed
stem (mazīd). Hayyūj aligns Paʿal in Hebrew with faʿala, piʿʿel with faʿʿala, and hifʿil
with afʿala. To further his goal of making the Arabic and Hebrew verbal stems line
up, Ḥayyūj invents poʿel, as the counterpart of fāʿala. Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra has an
entirely different system as far as the eighth verbal stem is concerned, and it has not
been studied in depth to date.
To the best of my knowledge, there is not a single study which systematically
examines the views of various medieval grammarians on the aforementioned poʿel
verbal stem. Even the studies of the views of one grammarian or another did not fully
cover this area.
In this lecture I intend to fill in a bit of the empty space. The lecture will be a broad
systematic survey of the various views of medieval grammarians in all that is
connected to the eighth verbal stem. It will focus on Ḥayyūj’s view, Ibn Janāḥ’s in
Kitāb al-lumaʿ, and Ibn ʿEzra’s unique view of the eighth verbal stem will be
examined in depth.
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Ehud Krinis
A Shīʻī Passage in Duties of the Heart – Baḥya ibn Paquda's Adaptation of the Shi'i
Principle of Continuity
Baḥya ibn Paquda's Kitāb al-hidāya ilā farā’iḍ al-qulūb (The Book of Direction to the
Duties of the Heart alias Duties of the Heart) is considered a prime example of the
confluence of Judeo-Arabic thought with general Arabic thought of the Middle-Ages.
The examination of Duties of the Heart's background against the general culture of its
period has led scholars, such as Diana Lobel, to emphasize the importance of Islamic
asceticism (zuhd), Ṣūfī, Muctazilite and philosophical trends of thought in the over-all
synthesis of Baḥya's treatise.
Focusing on one passage, the lecture seeks to demonstrate that alongside these major
trends, Duties of the Heart’s synthesis includes, to a small but illuminating degree, the
creative adaptation of a main Shīʻī principle, the principle of continuity, and a central
Shīʻī term attached to it, the term 'God's Proof' (ḥujjat Allāh). The examination of the
passage under discussion serves also as a contribution to our knowledge about the
exposure of Judeo-Arabic writers to terms and conceptions stemming from Shīʻī
theology.

Daniel J. Lasker
What Did the Kings of the Khazars Know and When Did He Know It?
Many readers have noticed the important role played by the King of the Khazars in R.
Judah Halevi’s Kuzari as a partner in the dialogue which defends the despised
religion. Some of the King’s statements are based on knowledge which he had before
his semi-prophetic dream; others are based on his encounters with his interlocutors,
including the philosopher and the representatives of the other religions; and still
others seem to be a product of independent research in Jewish sources after his
conversion at the beginning of the second part of the Kuzari. I propose to investigate
the King’s statements to try to determine the process by which the King acquired the
knowledge which allowed him to be an active participant in the dialogue with the
Jewish sage. This investigation should contribute to our appreciation of Halevi’s
literary style and its contribution to the message of the book.

Gideon Libson
Judaeo-Arabic Legal, Philosophical and Gendered Terms in Maimonides writings and
their meaning according to Muslim Legal Literature
This lecture has two parts. The first is a rather general introduction about
Maimonides’ writing in Arabic and its characteristics. The second dwells on four
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examples in which Maimonides uses Arabic legal terms in his works in that language
(the Guide of the Perplexed and the Book of the Commandments) and then explains
them in the Mishneh Torah in Hebrew in a way that matches the general practice in
Muslim religious law. Because of the time limits, I will limit myself to the second
part.

Aharon Maman
Vestiges of R. Yehuda ben Quraysh’s Aleph-Beth Dictionary
R. Yehuda ben Quraysh (hence: IQ) a tenth century philologist from Tahort, Algeria,
who later moved to Fes, Morocco, is famous for being the first to have composed
Hebrew-Aramaic and Hebrew-Arabic comparative dictionaries, both in the same
book, called Risāla (‘Epistle’ or rather ‘Mission’). The book also includes a HebewHebrew comparative dictionary, i.e. Biblical versus Mishanic Hebrew (Critical edition
and translation: Dan Becker, Tel Aviv 1984).
Yet, IQ himself witnessed for the existence of a previous dictionary of his, that he
entitled Aleph-Beth, as he referred to it in Risāla, as follows: ‘Anyone who will be
looking at our first book, that is part aleph which explains (/ translates) every biblical
word beginning in aleph, will find in chapter lamed of that part (i.e., words beginning
in ’l, aleph- lamed) the [rules pertaining to the] interchange of letters of the entire
alphabet, including proves and witnesses’ (Becker’s edition, pp. 198-199).
Ibn Quraysh’s Aleph-Beth Dictionary is, however, considered lost, up to this very
date. No vestiges of it have ever been published.
Recently, I have been able to track some of its vestiges in the Cairo Geniza, which I
wish to demonstrate in my lecture.

S.J. Pearce
Shi‘ite Sources for Jewish Ethical Writing in Arabic:
A Footnote to A Mediterranean Society
This paper will focus on a fragment found in the Cairo Genizah cache (T-S 13 J
22.19) that contains a short classical Arabic ethical will written in Hebrew characters
text that might best be categorized in the genre of waṣīya, or ethical bequest
nominally from a father to a son but generally intended to be circulated to a wider
audience as a statement of values, ethics, and sometimes also broader guidelines for
life in general. The fragment is mentioned in A Mediterranean Society (vol. 5) as one
of the few exemplars of this type of ethical writing to have survived in the cache. My
intervention will seek to reassess S.D. Goitein’s identification of the text as the
waṣīya attributed to ‘Alī ibn Abī Tālib recorded in Ibn Shu‘ba’s Tuḥaf al-‘uqūl min
ahl al-rasūl, a tenth-century shi‘ī-nuṣayrī collection of discourses attributed to
Muḥammad and members of his family; although I will not challenge the
identification of the text as ‘Alī’s waṣīya, I will suggest that the Jewish scribe/author
knew the text from a different Islamic source, namely a version recorded in a 3 rd/9th-
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century genealogy by the geographer and genealogist Zubayr ibn Bakkār. After
establishing the version from which the scribe/author of T-S 13 J 22.19 was working
to create his Judaeo-Arabic version of the text, I will explore the changes that he made
in adapting Zubayr’s version for a Jewish audience and discuss the significance of
adapting a classical Arabic text into Hebrew characters rather than translating it into
Judaeo-Arabic. Finally, I will use the framework of modern scholarly interventions
regarding this text as a lens through which to view the circulation of Islamic books in
Jewish communities in medieval Mediterranean societies and the broader implications
of that circulation for the composition of ethical texts in classical Arabic, JudaeoArabic, and Hebrew.

Aviram Ravitsky
Aristotelian Syllogism and the Skeptic Critique of its Reason
in the Legal Thought of Ya‘qūb al-Qirqisānī

Ya‘qūb al-Qirqisānī held the Mu‘tazilite position according to which every Divine
commandment has a cause (‘illah) – a reason that determines the law. Qirqisānī
identified the function of the ‘illah with that of the Middle Term – the term that
enables the deductive procedure in Aristotelian syllogism. Hence, knowledge of the
‘illah enables the legal adjudicator to deduce the law in matters on which no explicit
precept is available in the Scriptures.
In accordance with his acceptance of Aristotelian logic as useful mean for legal
reasoning, Qirqisānī also analyses the skeptic approach that rejects the usefulness of
the Aristotelian syllogism and its epistemological foundation. Qirqisānī rejects the
skeptic empiricism and defends the Aristotelian syllogism. The basic skeptic stance
against logic can be found already in the writings of Sextus Empiricus (d. 210 CE),
but the specific criticism that is explored by Qirqisānī, cannot be found in the Arabic
literature before Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328 CE). Qirqisānī’s discussion is thus an
evidence of the existence of Ibn Taymiyya’s basic approach against the syllogism
much before the 14th Century.
In my paper I will show that Qirqisānī’s application of logic to the realm of legal
reasoning, his acceptance of epistemological-logical principles for interpreting the
Bible, and his rejection of the skeptic criticism against Aristotelian logic, are
expressions of Qirqisānī’s basic stance according to which one must apply his reason
in order to comprehend God’s will.
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Dan Shapira
Did the author of the so-called Reply of the Khazar King Joseph know any Arabic?
There is no doubt that the Letter of Hisday Ibn-Shaprut sent to the Khazar King
Joseph is an authentic document. This can be seen by its style, revealing heavy
presence of Judeo-Arabic calques, and by the letter's excort.
The so-called Reply of the King Joseph, however, exists in two versions both of
which are copies, the short one (being an abridged version of the original document)
and the long one (being much closer to the original version). The short version was
known since the late 16th century, the long one arose in 1870 under suspicious
circumstances.
If the author of the Reply would know Arabic, this could be a possible indication that
the Reply would be produced in the Islamic world, and in this case, it could not be an
authentic document. In my previous publications I have demonstrated that the Reply
has numerous Turkic calques and calqued expressions. In this paper, I will present my
results of studying the Reply through the glasses of Judeo-Arabic literature and
language.

Yair Shiffman
Narboni on esoteric and exoteric motives in Ibn Tufail's Hayy Ibn Yaqdhan
Ibn Tufail wrote his Hayy Ibn Yaqdhan as a response to his disciple, to reveal to him
the secrets of the oriental wisdom as was delivered to him by Ibn Sina. As a result of
this request Ibn Tufail experienced an extatic union with the Necessary Existent. Such
an experience is more convincing to the person who experienced it than any other
experience.On the other hand it cannot be delivered to anybody else. Therefore, Ibn
Tufail wrote an imaginary story detached from the actual circumstances of his time.
The discussion of crucial issues in religion – the creation of the world and the origin
of the human being - is very sensitive from the point of view of the philosopher. If the
layperson will read such a philosophical discussion without any intellectual
preparation he could go astray. Therefore Ibn Tufail and his commentator Moshe
Narboni deal with these issues esoterically, so that the intellectual will understand the
text implicitly while the layperson will be satisfied with explicit meaning of the text.
Ibn Tufail introduces two alternatives to Hayy's birth. One is a spontaneous
generation in a secluded island of a temperate climate which is prepared to the shining
of the sublime spiritual light. Such an alternative is contradictory to the orthodox
ideology. The other one is the normal birth. I am going to prove in my article that Ibn
Tufail, as well as Narboni, are inclined to the spontaneous generation but this
inclination is not formulated explicitly.
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Dealing with the problem of the creation of the world, Ibn Tufail confronts two
possibilities: the eternal world vis a vis creatio ex nihilo. Both Ibn Tufail and Narboni
are inclined esoterically to the idea of a permanent creation which is not compatible
with the orthodox attitude. This is on condition that every movement must have a
mover, which is the Almighty, either it is created ex nihilo or the world is besides God
eternally.

Shimon Shtober
Polemics and Homiletics: Anti-Christian Polemical Motifs in an Exegetical Treatise
on Deuteronomy
Deuteronomy 33:2 was a significant mainstay of the Muslim theological dispute with
the Jews during the middle Aged and even in Modern times. It was an important
component of a whole arsenal of evidences, that Christian converts brought with them
to Islam as part of their own former spiritual legacy. According to the Christian way
of reading that Biblical verse, the second hemistich of that verse '=] 'וזרח משעיר למוHe
shone upon them from Se،ir] is an evidential prefiguration of the emergence and the
veracity of their religion.
In the folios of a Geniza fragment – a remnant of an exegetical treatise dealings with
the last portion of the book of Deuteronomy, Ve'Zoth Ha-Berachah the Christian
claim to predominance is refuted. The author-commentator of that portion uses here
an original intertextual homiletical method, whereby he "musters in" Biblical verses
from the prophetic books and the Psalms that refer to the Sinai Theophany. By the
intertwining of those relevant verses he interprets the Sinai Theophany in a creative
way that annuls – according to his opinion – the Christian allegations.

David Sklare
Mosul and the Surrounding Region (al-Jazirah) as a Center of Jewish Culture in the
Ninth and Tenth Centuries.
The genizot of Cairo are the source of much of what we know concerning Jewish
culture in the medieval Arabic world. Despite the great wealth of knowledge hidden
in the manuscripts of the genizot, they are nevertheless a source limited to fragments
of manuscripts which were copied in Fustat/Cairo or which found their way there in
one way or another and afterwards found their way to the genizot. As a result of this
situation, we have to a certain degree a picture of intellectual/cultural life in Egypt and
other centers which had connections with it, such as Baghdad or Qairouan. From
Mosul and the surrounding region (al-Jazirah), however, only a few remnants of the
literature produced in the area have reached us, sometimes solely a unicum. These
remnants allow us a limited, albeit interesting, peek into the early Jewish culture of
the region.
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The earliest surviving compositions from the region are two books of biblical
questions and answers that were probably written in the first half of the ninth century,
or perhaps towards its middle. These works are perhaps the first surviving
representatives of literal (peshat) biblical exegesis, independent of rabbinic midrashic
exegesis. Dawud ibn al-Muqammas, the first Jewish theologian to write in Arabic,
was active at about the same time. At the time of his conversion to Christianity, he
studied at Nisibis, not far from Mosul. We also have two tenth-century sources that
reflect the study of Greek philosophy. One source is the philosophical correspondence
of two learned Jews from Mosul with Yahya ibn Adi, the Christian head of the
philosophical school in Baghdad. The second source is the book Kitab al-Manazir
written by Taba ibn Salhun. Taba was a wool merchant who participated in a circle
for philosophical Bible study in Mosul. He wrote his book in order to record the
circle’s discussions. Several of these sources reflect the Christian environment that
was an important element in the context of Jewish cultural activity.
Hefetz ben Yazliah was another author who at least was born in Mosul. He wrote a
halakhic work known as Kitab al-Shara’ic. We do not know if he was active in Mosul
during his life or not. In any case, he had close relationships with the Gaonic yeshivot
in Baghdad and he received an important title from them, Rosh Kallah.

Zvi Stampfer
The Formulation of Family Law in Post-Geonic Judaeo-Arabic Literature
It is well known that Rav Samuel b. Hofni wrote various works on family law:
marriage, divorce, Yibbum, and the like.
Less well known, however, are the multiplicity of Judaeo-Arabic works on these
topics from the post-Geonic period, only preserved in the Cairo Genizah.
These lesser known works shed light both on Jewish law and Jewish family life
between the 11th and 13th centuries in the Islamic world.
They enable us to understand the relations between the Geonic codifications and the
later judicial works, as well as the nature of the connections between Jewish and
Muslim law and culture of that time.

Daria Vasyutinskaya Shapira
Documents in Arabic from the Second Firkowicz collection.
Judeo Arabic manuscripts constitute about a half of the II Firkowicz collection. When
the Imperial Public library acquired this collection in 1876 and Avraham Harkavy
began to sort and catalogue it, he regarded all the manuscripts written either in Arabic,
Hebrew font or in Hebrew, Arabic font as belonging to the same corpus. Later on
Lebedev separated the Hebrew manuscripts, Arabic font into a different inventory (II
Firk op. 7). Both Arabic, Hebrew font (Harkavy catalogue Evr.-Arab. I and
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Kokovtzov-Borisov-Ravrebe-Lebedev catalogue Evr.-Arab. II) and Hebrew, Arabic
font manuscripts were microfilmed and re-catalogued in the NLR. However the
Arabic manuscripts and documents in Arabic font that were acquired by Firkowicz
together with Judeo-Arabic manuscripts were only catalogued at a very late stage and
were not microfilmed.
In my paper I would like to talk about the Arabic manuscripts (F. 946 op. 4 part 4)
and Arabic documents (II Firk. Op. 6) from the II Firkowicz. I shall argue that they
originally belonged to the same bulk of manuscripts as those in Judeo-Arabic and
were separated from them exclusively for logistical reasons; that many of them bear
traces that they were read, if not always written, by the Jews, and I shall talk in detail
about some interesting Arabic documents on paper, such as statement by the Cairo
Karaite community year 1643 etc.

Doron Yaakov
The Yemenite Reading Tradition of Rav Saadia Gaon’s Tafsir – between
Conservation and Innovation
From the early Middle Ages until the last generation the Yemenite Jews used to read
the Tafsir of Rav Saadia Gaon regularly. Examination of this reading reveals that in
addition to late elements influenced by spoken Yemenite Arabic - there are unique
characteristics which may go back to the earlier Judeo-Arabic.

Moshe Yagur
Social bonds between Jews and apostates in the Geniza society
Conversion of Jews to other religions was a known phenomenon in Geniza
society of the 10th-13th centuries, though its exact scope is not clear. The converts
were called ‘criminals’, poshʿim, a harsh term which reflects the negative attitude of
the community towards such an act. Nevertheless, and contrary to what one might
expect to find, Geniza documents and contemporary literature reveal close and
continuous contacts between apostates and Jewish individuals and communities.
I intend to produce preliminary findings and conclusion from an on-going
study, as part of my PhD dissertation, which point to such contacts. In addition to the
more known cases regarding issues of inheritance or levirate, other documents reveal
much more complicated reality in which male and female apostates were married to
Jewish spouses. Still other documents further blur the line between Jews and apostates
– these are documents which reflect a threat to convert, a fear of conversion of a
relative, or even a confession concerning possible conversion. In addition one finds
accusations of conversion pointed at others. These accusations, which apparently
could not be confirmed nor refuted easily, reveal a reality in which the social and
confessional boundaries were not always clear. In some cases we can see a continuing
motion back and forth between identities and communities.
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In my talk I will present some cases which demonstrate the spectrum of
possibilities, using both published and unpublished Geniza documents in JudaeoArabic, as well as some responsa of Abraham Maimonides.

Marzena Zawanowska
The Treatment of Biblical Anthropomorphisms in the Arabic Translations of
Medieval Karaites
The paper evaluates the treatment of biblical anthropomorphisms in the Arabic
translations of medieval Karaites and puts forward a detailed taxonomy of the ways in
which they responded to this theological challenge. It demonstrates that in view of
such important extra-textual concerns, the Karaites did not feel more committed to a
literal representation of the source text than their rabbinic predecessors and
contemporaries. Moreover, they did not invent new ways of dealing with these
problematic passages, but further developed, consolidated, refined, and systematized
older Jewish techniques found in canonical Aramaic Targums and Saʿadyah’s Tafsīr.
In addition, they gave these techniques a new, scientific justification enlisting the
linguistic conventions of ellipsis (ikhtiṣār), figurative language and extension of
meaning (majāz, ʼittisāʻ) to account for these theologically disturbing expressions.
Finally, they cited the rabbinic dictum, “the Torah speaks in the language of man,” to
explain why the Bible may sometimes depict the incorporeal God in corporeal terms.

Tamar Zewi
Islamic Vocabulary in the Samaritan Version of Saadya Gaon’s Translation of the
Pentateuch
Many scholars have recognized the impact of Islamic concepts on Saadya ben Joseph
Al-Fayyumi’s work in general and his Bible translation (the Tafsīr) in particular. The
vocabulary in Saadya’s Tafsīr includes the use of Islamic terminology to translate
Jewish religious concepts; e.g.,  אמאםfor Hebrew “ כהןpriest,”  חגfor Hebrew חג
“religious festival,” and “ אלרסולthe messenger” for “ משהMoses.” These translations
are also found in the Samaritan version of Saadya Gaon’s translation of the
Pentateuch, the main component of MS London BL OR7562 (a possibly 13th-century
Samaritan Manuscript). Moreover, as the Samaritans and their literature were
independently influenced by Islamic ideas, practices, and writings, other Islamic terms
penetrated their Bible translations, possibly without the mediation of Christian or
Jewish Arabic translations.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the Islamic influence on the Samaritan version of
Saadya Gaon’s translation of the Pentateuch through examples that attest to Qurˀānic
origin, which are not found in the other versions of Saadya’s Tafsīr or in the the other
Samaritan Arabic versions (mainly, the early Samaritan Arabic translation and its later
revision).

